Financial Accounting
Module description. Module title, ECTS credits (and possibly STADS code)
Financial accounting
5 ECTS
Location
Room 123, Fibigerstrædet 4, 9220 Aalborg East .Aalborg university.
Module coordinator
Lecturer: Daojuan Wang and Daniel Stefan Hain
Coordinator:Frederik Hertel
Office Administrator: Helle K. K. Arenshøj
Type and language
Study subject module: Financial Accounting
Language of instruction: English
Objectives
This course provides an introduction to the theory, the methods, and the concerns of
financial accounting. In this course the students will study the main issues in modern
Financial accounting. The subject ‘Financial accounting’ is a well-established discipline,
which is concerned with corporations large enough to have issued shares that are ‘quoted’
on a stock market. Financial Accounting is a key function in modern industrial and service
companies as well as public organizations.


Knowledge: The student is expected to acquire research based, theoretical and practical
knowledge about modern financial accounting theory, methods and international standards.
This means having theoretical and practical knowledge and understanding of areas such as:
The context of accounting, reporting to financial statement (balance sheet, income statement,
and cash flow), financial statement analysis, inventory methods, and understanding the
international financial reporting standers (IFRS), general accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) and International accounting standers (IAS)



Skills: The student is expected to acquire skills to
-

Discuss, prepare, report and analyze different financial statements using IFRS.

-

Understanding the basic concepts on which financial accounting is based, therefore a
prerequisite for working with most business-related problems



Describe modern principles of financial accounting and evaluate their validity

Competences: The student is expected to acquire skills to:
-

Ability to discuss the firms’ choice of reporting different elements in the financial
statements

-

Understand the key issues related to inventory method

-

The ability to prepare financial statement using GAAP and IFRS

-

Ability to use to analyze company’s financial position and financial performance

-

Understanding the cash flow system

Bachelor students will inevitably be addressing financial accounting issues both in their future
studies and in practice
Academic content and conjunction with other modules/semesters
The course has natural links to the course corporate finance and management accounting
MAIN TOPICS OF THE COURSE:
The course primarily focuses on the following issues:


Financial Statements (Balance sheet , Income statement, Statement of changes in
shareholders’ equity, Statement of cash flows ,Statement of earning per shares ). Recognition
and measurement of the elements of financial statements considering all the tangible and
intangible assets.



General Journals - Books of Original Entry and General ledger



Inventories methods (First-in first-out method (FIFO). Last-in first-out method (LIFO)
Specific identification method. Weighted average method)



Financial statement analysis (Ratio Analysis )



Adjusting Entries (Deferrals. Accruals. Estimated Items. Inventory )



Group accounting and Foreign currency translation

Scope and expected performance
5 ECTS correspond to 130 hours working effort
11 lectures of 2 hours =22
11workshops of 1 hour =11
Preparation 60 hours
Group work 37

During the exercises the student will have time to work together on different cases. The exercises
also include more traditional exercises based on the course text book.
See Moodle for a detailed description of the individual lectures and exercises.
Participants
Bachelor students at 5th semester ( Credit students )

Prerequisites for participation
The course is recommended for students who are on the early stages of their bachelor study.
Module activities (course sessions etc.) See module for a detailed course description
Textbook:
Financial Accounting: An International Introduction, 6/E. David Alexander Christopher Nobe
ISBN-10: 1292102993 • ISBN-13: 9781292102993. 2016
Examination
Assessment: 7-point grading scale.

Notes: 4 hour written exam
Exam Aid: Open book Marking Scale: 7-point scale Exam Evaluation: Teacher
EVALUATION OF LEARNING OUTCOME; ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Grade 12: The grade 12 will be given to exam papers in which: the students, in a competent
way, demonstrate a clear understanding of general as well as specific issues within the subject
area of financial accounting - the students show a competent and structured use of models,
methods and tools in relation to financial accounting issues - the students, in an independent and
structured manner, argue for improvements and developments in connection with the description
of specific accounting issues.
Grade 02: The grade 02 will be given to exam papers in which: - the students are not able to
demonstrate a clear understanding of general as well as specific problem issues within the
subject area of financial accounting - the students are only able to show an insufficient and
unstructured use of models, methods and tools in relation to financial accounting issues - the
students are only able to provide insufficient arguments for improvements and developments in
connection with the description of specific financial accounting issues

